
DT100G3 32GB READ WRITE AND TYPE

32GBGB, Clear, 32GBâ€“GB â€“ MB/s read, 15MB/s write, Compatible with USB Type-C and Type-A devices, Extra
storage and ultra small for mobile.

Pick up at Dateks. With DTG3, storing and transferring of documents, presentations, music, video, and more
is quicker and easier than ever. To more easily compare the speed of USB flash drives, you can filter the list
according to drive size group:. Write speed max. Future-proof your portable storage now! Because the
database is already quite large, the main page only lists the USB speed tests submitted in the last 60 days. For
example, if you want to easily find out the drives with largest write speed, simply click the 'Write Speed' link
in the column header. There is also a summary page , which contains a summary of speed tests for USB drives
that accumulated 5 speed tests or more. It just has to be taken into account that the slowest bandwidth will be
used, i. More detailed specification Box Height mm - mm Box Length mm -  If you want to be able to carry
the contents of a DVD in your pocket you should buy an 8Gb or bigger flash disc. However, it has to be
admitted that for copying data at this speed the computer has to be equipped with the HDD or SSD with the
writing or reading speed equal to or above the reading or writing speed of the flash memory and close to the
USB 3. It indicates who many Megabytes per second can be "received" by the particular flash memory from
the computer or another device. Be aware that for most vendors, the actual size of files that you can store
inside the drive is less than the offical drive size. It indicates who many Megabytes per second can be
transmitted by the particular flash memory to the computer or another device. Port USB3. Search other USB
flash drives: Some Remarks You can click the column headers of the speed tests table in order to sort by the
desired field. Be aware that all these tests are made by making a sequential read and write operations of a
single file. Features Compliant â€” with USB 3. Therefore USB2. USB 2. USBDeview make this test by
writing a large file into the USB flash drive, and then reading back the same file to getting the read speed. A
usual measure of the volume of a flash disc is a DivX film occupying approximately 1. In order to keed this
speed tests table reliable, I reserve the right to remove speed test entries that looks extremely unreliable.


